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Masking at the interaction region (IR) will presumably reduce the synchrotron

radiation background in the detector. One possible layout of the IR for B-factory

depicted in Fig. 1 shows a rather complicated system of masks. A bunch passing

each mask will generate RF waves. These waves (called usually higher order modes,

HOM-s) will be absorbed in the beam pipe wall producing additional heating and,

interacting with the beam, kicking particles in the radial and azimuthal directions.

This may change the bunch motion and its emittance. These effects are estimated

in the present note.

To start with, there are a few general comments. Masking is achieved by a

system of asymmetric tapers (see Fig. 1 where all dimensions are given in mm,

and all the taper angles equal 10°). Studying such a structure is rather difficult due

to the lack of analytical and numerical methods. However, the additional effect

of tapers can net be too large since the bunches have a substantial off-set in the

horizontal x-z plane anyway. Hence, the real structure may be approximated by

a cylindrically symmetric structure for which several analytical results are known

and the numerical code TBCI is available. The cylindrically symmetric structure
is henceforth assumed to have the dimensions of the real structure in the vertical

y-z plane.

Even after such a simplification several difficulties still remain.

• TBCI, having a limited number of mesh points, cannot handle a structure

with a very large aspect ratio (the ratio of the length to the radial dimensions).

To get around this difficulty a real structure is usually split into several sections

which are then studied independently.
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• That leaves, however, the problem of taking into account the interference of
the waves generated at different sections. The interference of waves tends to reduce
the total loss. An example of that is an array of cavities for which the impedance
per cavity is smaller than the impedance of a single cavity. Fig. 2 illustrates this
phenomena for two steps. The total loss decreases when the distance between the
steps decreases. However, this effect is small provided that the distance between
the steps is large in comparison with the bunch length. This condition is fulfilled
in the case under consideration.

• TBCI has limited accuracy especially for a structure in which the radius of
the downstream pipe is larger than that of the upstream pipe. We call such a

structure "a taper-out" (in the opposite case it is called "a taper-in"). To reduce
errors in the calculations for a "step-out" structure we notice that the difference of
the longitudinal losses for a taper-out and a taper-in is a constant which depends
only on the bea,m pipe radii:

- = 2 b
-7 ln-.a (:!)

This constant is related to the difference of the energy of the field of a particle in
pipes of different radii. Thus, it suffices to calculate the !o_s for a taper-in and
then use Eq. (1) to calculate the loss for the taper-out. Such an estimate is less
sensitive to the uncertainty of the length of the beam pipe then that obtained by
direct calculations for a taper-out.

The relation Eq. (1) is illustrated in Fig. 3. It has been shown in Reference 1

and can be obtained analytically {2J.

• Finally, one needs to know if the radiated waves are absorbed in the vicinity
of the interaction point (IP) or far away from it where there is more room for

cooling. Strictly speaking, waves which are generated at a discontinuity propa-
gate both upstream and downstream of it. However, the diffraction modelt31t*land

numerical simulations{'lshow that the amplitude of a wave propagating upstream
(downstream) from a step-out (step-in) is very small. This means that waves of

the outward tapers will be absorbed outside of the middle Be pipe of the IP and,
therefore, are not dangerous. From this point of view it would be possible to make
the outward tapers steeper but that would increase transverse kicks.

Note, that the constant in Eq. (1) is independent of the angle a of a taper.
However, the sum

k_ut + k_n = 2A(cr), (2)
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related to the radiated energy, depends on a. For a = r/2,

A(Tr/2) ___1 In b
dr a

A(c_) goes to zero for small a. Thus, even a very long taper-out can reduce the
loss by a factor two at most. The loss of a very long cavity tapered symmetrically
on both sides goes to zero with a _ 0. A substantial reduction of the loss can be
achieved with a taper angle of order

dr
C_._

b-a

or less. The angle 10° used in the design Fig. 1 satisfies this criterion.

The loss kz defines the RF power radiated by the beam'

P =Z .6 ( )(iipC) [w] (3)

For the B-factory parameters

NB = 7.88 101° lav 2.23 A [LER]

NB = 5.414 101°, lav = 1.54 A, [HER]

the power in the HOMs is

kt [kw] (4)P = 41.5 V/pC "

The calculations performed by TBCI give kt = 2.85 10 -3 V/pC or P = 120 W for
the middle tapered cavity with radius 2 cre; kt = 0.044 V/pC or P = 610 W for
the two inward tapers connecting pipes with radii a = 1.2 cm and b = 3 cre; and

kl = 0.044 V/pC or P = 1.8 kW for the two outward tapers connecting pipes with
radii a = 3 c-m and b = 4.8 cre. The total radiated RF power per IR is P = 2.6 kW,
and the power absorbed in the Be pipe is P = 120 W. That corresponds to an
energy loss per particle of 0.6 KeV for LER, and 0.4 KeV for HER. The most
dangerous is power deposition into Be pipe which should not exceed 500 W. Table
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1 gives parameters of the modes found by URMEL for the middle tapered cavity.

Here are several modes with rather high R/Q'(note that the loss kt = _(R/Q))
taken from this table:

TMO-EE-5 f=5946,21 MHz, R/Q=0.144, kt=2.75 10.3

TMO-EE-8 f=6283.47MHz, R/Q=0.195, kz=3.8:3 10.3

TMO- EE- 9 f = 642,5.07 MHz, R/Q = 0.171, ks = 3.45 10-a.

These frequencies are well below the cut-off frequency 9561.88 MHz. The total.
loss estimated by URMEL for these modes alone exceeds by a large factor the
loss that is found by TBCI for all modes. This is probably the result of the low
accuracy of the calculations with URMEL for such a long structure. However,
URMEL indicates that all these modes are trapped and will be absorbed in the Be

pipe.

The power deposited at the IR should be compared with the average power
deposited in the ring. Some of this power can propagate to the IR producing
additional heating unless special absorbers preventing propagation of the modes
to the IR are installed. To estimate this loss we use the following model of the
frequency dependence of the longitudinal impedance:

Z(n) _ RI, if w < wool[;

n = t Rl (__se2z)3/2, otherwise.

Here n = w/wrev, where Wrev = cir is the revolution frequency, and the cut-off

frequency w¢oyS = c/a depends on the beam pipe radius a. The loss

OO
rg..\

0

is dominated by the contribution of the high frequency tail:

Rt R) 1 Vkz= )(--g [;-d].

TakeRl = 0'.5 Ohm, R =350 m, a= 1 cm, a= 5 cre. Then kl :=26.1 V/pC,
which corresponds to the power P = 1.08 MW/ring. Multiplying ,_his power by
the ratio of I_he length of the Be pipe (40 cre) to the circumference of the ring
27rR = 2200 m, we get 200 W.
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The ohmic loss is much smaller:

dR 2 d f

where 5 is the skin depth at the maximum bunch frequency c/27ra, cr is the rms
bunch length, gBe = 3.1 10 5 Ohm-lcre -1 is the conductivity of the Be. That gives

dP/dz = 0.187 W/crn, or 7.5 W deposited in the Be pipe.

The transverse kick kz defines the average transverse kick for a particle with

an off-set roll:

< Ap± > = NBe2roffk±.

This can be translated as the focal length F of an effective quadrupole:

F Bp '

where

k±

(lB')_ff = eNBck± = 5.4 10-13 NB (V/pC/cm)[T]

or to a deflection angle

0 = < Ap± > rofl
p - Bp (5)

The horizontal off-set of the reference trajectory at the position I, = 1830 mm
from the IP is 3 mm for HER and 8 mm for LER. The transverse kicks for each

taper are given in Table 2.

Table 2

Tapers: CL BL A1 Ar BR CR

kr -0.048 -0.483 +0.49 -0.38 +0.063 +0.077
k¢ '0.014 -0.084 -0.056 -0.058 -0.074 -0.017

Eq. (5) gives the deflection angle 0 = 3.6 10 .6 which is smaller than the angular



divergence of the beam

Ox Crz -- 0 -4= l-;-- 1 , = 4.10-° (0)

provided that the beam off-set in the vertical plane is much smaller than that in
the horizontal plane.

The transverse wake function found by TBCI is equal to zero at the head of a
bunch and reaches a maximum at the tail of the bunch. The maximum value of the

wake function in all cases is not more then two times larger than the average value

which defines the transverse kick. Therefore, according to Eq. (6) the effect of
the transverse kick on the beam emittance is small. The azimuthal kick is smaller

than the radial: k¢/kr = 1/5. The data on the transverse wakes at each taper
are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3.

W¢,min/max Wr,min/max k¢ kr kl
CL -0.066/3.1 10-3 -0.374/9.49 10-7 -0.0146 -0.048 0.290
BL -0.16/0.008 -1.31/5.48 10-6 -0.084 -0.483 +0.427
AL -0.109/0.018 -1.1 10-5/1.015 -0.056 0.49 -0.33
AR -0.11/0.007 -1.02/3.9 10-6 -0.058 -0.381 0.331
BR. -0.149/0.0132 2.2 10-6/1.3 -0.0744 0.63 -0.43
CR -0.08/0.027 4.0 10-5/0.384 -0.0167 0.0769 -0.33
AL+AR -0.25/0.024 -0.013/0.21 -0.128 0.11,4 -4.8 10-3

Conclusion

The present design of the IR masking is acceptable from the point of view of
the HOM loss.

I appreciate the useful discussions with H. DeSta_bler.
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Figure Captures•

Fig., 1 Lay-out of the interaction region.

Fig. 2 Longitudinal loss for two steps r = b, i f z < O, r = al, ilo < z < g,
r = a2, ifg< z, b > al > a2 vs g.

Fig. 3 The loss of a taper-out (upper solid line) and a taper-in (bottom solid
line) and the difference (d_shed line) k?_t- kin vs the length of a taper.



• + Table 1.

I_NNARY OF ALL NODES FOUND ( FULL CELL RESULTS )

+

(VOLTAGE INTEGRATED AT RO" O.O12 METF2, OFF AXIS)

NODE TYPE FREQUENCY / NHZ (R/Q)/OtIM AT RO ACCURACY CONT_INATION

TMO-KE- 1 5730.43 0.001 E. 6E-04 0.592173

T_O-EE- 2 5787.77 0.01:_ 2.3E-04 0.239720

TNO-I:_- 3 5803.04 O. 001 4.9E-04 O. 312819

TMO-I:_- 4 5865.91 0.002 4.1E-04 O. 193618

TNO-EE- 5 5946.21 O. 144 3.3E-04 O. 125106

TMO-I_- 6 6042.79 O.OOg 2. TE-04 O. 085267

TNO-EE- ? 6155.86 0.005 3.88-04 O. 104917

TMO-EE- 8 6283.02 0.195 3. ZE-04 0.080985

TN0-EE- 9 6424.62 0.171 2. gE-04 O. 066316

TNO-EE- 10 6578.98 O. 001 2.18-04 O. 046301

TNO-EZ- 11 6744.60 O. 053 2. TE-04 O. 054930

•r140-1k"_-12 6920.82 o. 049 2.98-04 O. 058154

TNO-EE- 13 7104.88 O.011 3.1E-04 O. 060233

T_0-]L_- 14 7295.01 O. 001 2.48-04 O. 047611

TM0-11::_-15 7489.84 O. 000 2.8E-04 O. 054276 _

T_0-EE-16 ?686.25 O. 000 1. TE-04 O. 033906

TNO-EE- 17 7882.42 O. 000 " 1.8E-04 O. 037034

TMO-EE- 18 8077.80 O. 004 1. T£-04 O. 036477

TN0-EE- 19 8273. C9 O. 050 2.28-04 O. 047396

TN0-11_-20 8472.01 O. 164 2.38-04 O. 050130

T)_0-1_1_-21 8676.61 O. 234 2. EE-04 O. 084327

TMO-EE-22 8887.85 O. 197 3.08-04 O. 064019

'rNO-EE-23 9101.78 O. 144 1. TE-O4 O. 035683

TNO-EE-24 9311.49 O.143 1.8E-04 O.054429

TNO-EE- 28 9463.02 O, 026 1.68-03 6. 386051

TNO-EE-26 9474.69 O. 072 2.38-03 9.234369



T)40-EE- 27 9540.49 O. 000 6.9E-03 5.009216

TN0-_-28 9613.74 O. 007 2.45-02 10. OO0000

"I3/0-EE- 29 9684.49 O. 000 8.0E-03 5.476587

T_0-EE-30 9788.77 O. 478 3.5E-02 10. O00000

TH0-EE-31 9890.23 O. 040 1.5E-02 7.273066

Tl_0-h:_-32 10065.9 O. 139 7.25-03 2.446391

TM0-EE-33 10211.8 0.058 3.TE-02 10.OOO000

TN0-EE-34 10376.5 O. 054 3. OE-02 10.000000

TI_0-EE- 35 10497.3 O. 042 3.55-02 10. OOO000

T_0-EE-36 10729.8 2. 329 6.25-02 10. OOOOO0

TH0-EE-37 10800.1 2. $97 9.5E-02 10. OO0000

T)_0-EE-38 10_21.4 0.074 7.4E-02 10.OOOO00

TN0-EE- 39 11297.0 O. 279 2.45-02 4.200264

T_0-EE-40 11611.8 O. 093 4.65-02 8.294224

_+++++++_++_+.+++++++_++._+..++.+_++_++++++_.+++._++++++_++++++++.++++_++++_++_

URNEL ENDED ¥ITI3OUT EKI_R(S) /WARNING (S)
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